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Abstract. Teaching procedural skills is relevant for a broad range of
applications, from IT administration to automotive repair to medical
diagnostics. Virtual learning environments reduce the cost, time, and
risk, and increase the availability of such training. We introduce ontologies and rules to characterize the objects in the learning environment, and
the actions that the user can perform on them. These semantic models
are used as the basis for automated reasoning about a student’s actions
and their eﬀects, and guide automated assessment and feedback to the
student. We describe our system and models in the context of weapon
skills such as disassembling and assembling a riﬂe.

1

Introduction

Teaching procedural skills is relevant for a broad range of applications, from
IT administration to automotive repair to medical diagnostics. While “learning
by doing” approaches are highly eﬀective because learners gain knowledge as
they solve problems in the relevant environment, cost, time or risk often make
it infeasible to provide learning systems in those environments.
Virtual environments (VEs) are a feasible solution that overcome these limitations while still providing “learning-by-doing”-type of user experiences. They
also provide the added beneﬁt of ﬂexible delivery platforms that allow users to
learn where and when they want.
To provide learning systems based on VEs, various capabilities and automated tools need to be implemented as part of the VE and provide functionality
such as context-aware feedback, personalization to adapt learning content to
a student’s capabilities, or assessment. Such automated tools promise to make
learning systems more eﬀective for the individual student and they would both
reduce the cost of using VEs for training and open the door to self-directed
learning systems, in which users can acquire procedural skills at their own pace.
Traditional approaches to learning require direct observation by an instructor to provide functionality such as assessment, context-aware feedback or adaptation of learning content. Our approach uses semantic technologies to enable
the automation of such functionalities. We have developed a framework called
Semantically Enabled Automated Assessment in Virtual Environments (SAVE)
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which can observe learners operating within an instrumented VE, assess their
performance, and provide helpful feedback to improve their skills.
At the core of SAVE is the capability to meaningfully understand what a
student is doing in the VE, and the eﬀects of those actions on the environment. Consider a VE for teaching a military student how to disassemble, clean
and assemble a weapon. Knowledge that the student clicked on a given screen
coordinate has very limited use for assessment. Instead, an understanding of
the higher-level semantics of performing that mouse click, e.g., “the student
released the charging handle while keeping the bolt catch pressed,” is essential.
This understanding extends beyond knowledge of what was done, and requires
insight into important relationships (e.g., spatial, causal, functional) among the
objects in the VE. With this level of characterization, the merits of a particular action can be understood: whether it is at all possible given the current
state of the weapon, whether the action has the intended eﬀect (e.g., removing
an ammunition cartridge from the chamber), whether the student’s actions satisfy the security protocol, and whether the action demonstrates speciﬁc domain
knowledge.
Furthermore, the system should support exploration, where the student is free
to choose among a wide range of actions. Emergent, rather than pre-programmed
behavior, is key. We need to be able to base the assessment of students’ performance on not only the ability to following exact procedures, but also on whether
they achieve a given outcome – possibly in an unanticipated way. Furthermore,
describing the behavior of objects in the environment (for example, an M4 riﬂe)
is a task that requires domain expertise – not something that should be left to
programmers.
1. Point weapon in safe direction.
2. Attempt to place the selector lever on SAFE. Note: If weapon is not cocked,
lever can’t be pointed toward safe.
3. Remove the magazine from the weapon, if present.
4. Lock the bolt open.
(a) Pull the charging handle rearward.
(b) Press the bottom of the bolt catch.
(c) Move the bolt forward until it engages the bolt catch.
(d) Return the charging handle to the forward position.
(e) Ensure the receiver and chamber are free of ammo.
5. Place the selector lever on safe.
6. Press the upper portion of the bolt catch to allow the bolt to go forward.
7. Place the selector lever from SAFE to SEMI.
8. Squeeze trigger.
9. Pull the charging handle fully rearward and release it, allowing the bolt to
return to the full forward position.
10. Place the selector lever on SAFE.
Fig. 1. A procedural task: clearing a riﬂe.
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These considerations motivate an approach using declarative speciﬁcations
that can be created, modiﬁed, re-used, and understood by domain experts – a
semantic approach. In SAVE, we use ontologies and rules to provide semantic
characterizations of objects and actions in the domain.
Though SAVE is applicable to any procedural skills, for the purpose of this
paper, we discuss the semantic models and the reasoning for a military domain
use case: disassembling, cleaning and reassembling a weapon. This task was of
interest to our client and exhibited suﬃcient real-world complexity to challenge
our system. Figure 1 shows the procedure, from [1], for clearing a weapon, which
is part of a larger set of skills in this context. Note that, while this is a relatively straightforward procedure, in general, procedural skills can have diﬀerent
variants, optional parts, and so forth.

2

SAVE Overview

SAVE employs various components that generate or make use of semantic models. (1) The Semantic 3D Annotation Editor (S3D Editor) allows a 3D content
author to associate objects in a 3D model with ontological concepts. The ontological concepts are part of a semantic model that is described in detail in Sect. 4.
(2) The Content Assembly Tool allows a user to build the training-speciﬁc 3D
scene. A 3D scene consists of various 3D assets, some with annotations (e.g., the
objects with which the student will interact in their learning exercise) and others without annotations (e.g., background objects). (3) The Exercise UI serves
two purposes. It is used by instructors to record a sequence of actions that will
serve as a basis for solutions against which the student will be assessed. Because
the VE objects were annotated with semantic classes using the S3D Editor,
and the scene was assembled using semantically annotated 3D models, the VE
can request actions for VE objects (and their components) from the underlying
semantic reasoner and visualize them in the Exercise UI. Once the semantically
enhanced virtual training environment has been set up, students use the Exercise
UI to attempt to perform the intended tasks. The student sees the 3D objects
(e.g., the M4 riﬂe and its components), and is able to apply generic actions (push,
pull, etc.) to them. When the student does so, the action and its parameters (i.e.,
which components were selected) are communicated to the Flora reasoner, which
has the M4 ontology loaded. The reasoner determines the eﬀects of the given
action, if any, and updates its KB (knowledge base) accordingly. It then communicates back to the Exercise UI the changes in the state of the environment. The
UI uses this information to redraw the 3D components in their updated state.
(4) The exercise solution editor shows the action traces to the instructors and
allows them to add annotations to capture permissible generalizations to the
solution. The generalized solution is the basis for SRI’s assessment capability,
which is designed to accommodate more open-ended procedural skills for which
there can be a range of solutions with signiﬁcant variations among them. (5) As
the student interacts with the VE for a learning task, her actions are recorded as
a semantically annotated action trace. The Automated Assessment component
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within SAVE analyzes semantic traces of learner actions against the generalized
solution trace and provides contextually relevant feedback.
Details about the automated assessment and user studies for this use case
are reported in [3], and the solution editor is described in [6]. This paper focuses
on the semantic models used by the system, and the reasoning that happens in
the VE at run-time, i.e., while the student is using the system for training.

3

Sunflower Overview

Existing languages like OWL, SWRL, and RIF, and associated editing and reasoning systems, do not support many of the features required for modeling virtual training environments. For example, SWRL does not support n-ary predicates, aggregation or higher order expressions, structured output (such as CSV
or XML), or tracing or debugging of reasoning with rules. The Sunﬂower1 suite
is intended to ﬁll this gap. Sunﬂower is a set of libraries and tools based on the
Flora-2 language2 , which in turn is implemented as a layer on top of XSB3 .
Flora-2 is a highly expressive knowledge representation language and associated reasoning engine developed and maintained primarily by Michael Kifer at
Coherent Knowledge Systems. While Flora-2 has its origins in the logic programming research community, OWL has its root in description logics. Flora supports,
among other things, n-ary formulas, negation-as-failure, aggregation, higherorder predicates, functions, frame syntax for classes and instances, inﬁx mathematical expressions, prioritized or default rules, and knowledge base update
operators. Flora-2 integrates ontologies and rules in a powerful way.
On top of Flora-2, Sunﬂower Foundation is a library, implemented mostly in
Java and partially in C/C++ and Flora itself, which provides many features that
are essential to building applications based on Flora rules and ontologies. These
features include a Flora parser that generates a detailed syntactic representation
of Flora content in Java, syntactic manipulation of that representation, a higherlevel ontology model, importers and exporters for other languages (RDF, OWL,
SWRL, CSV, SQL, etc.), an interface to the Flora reasoner, a live RDF triple
store connector, an explanation module that produces structured explanations
of reasoning results to the user, and a natural language module that produces
English paraphrases of reasoning results and explanations. The other main components of the Sunﬂower suite are Sunﬂower Studio – an Eclipse-based IDE for
working with Flora-2 content, and Sunﬂower Server – a Web server that exposes
much of the Sunﬂower Foundation functionalities over HTTP using REST APIs.
More details on the Sunﬂower suite can be found in [2]. This paper describes
how we use it in the SAVE system to represent and reason about actions in
semantic VEs.

1
2
3

http://sunﬂower.csl.sri.com.
http://ﬂora.sourceforge.net/.
http://xsb.sourceforge.net/.
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The Flora-2 Language. The authoritative documentation for Flora-2 is its
user manual4 . Here, we give a brief overview of only the features that we use
elsewhere in this paper, without precisely deﬁning syntax and semantics.
Terms. Flora identiﬁers can (optionally) use namespaces and namespace preﬁxes, as in RDF and OWL. We omit these for readability and space reasons
here. There are the usual primitive data values like integers, strings, etc. Data
values can be typed, e.g., "Hello World"^^\string. The boolean values are written \true and \false. Lists are written as [1,2,3], optionally with a “tail” part,
[a|b]. Functional terms are written f(t1,...,tn), where the ti arguments are
themselves terms.
Frames. A : B means A is an instance of B. A :: B means A is a sub-class of
B. A [ p -> V ] means that A has value V for property p (i.e., this is a subject, property, object triple, in RDF terms). We call [..] an instance frame.
A [| p {m..n} => R |] means that A has range R for property p, with mincardinality m and max-cardinality n (the cardinality part is optional; m and n
are non-negative integers, or * for “any”). We call [|..|] a class frame.
Formulas. Conjunctions of expressions are separated by comma (,). Several
expressions can be grouped together into one statement, and frame expressions
can be nested. For example, a : A :: B [p -> V, q -> W [r -> Z]] [|p => R|]
is equivalent to a : A, a :: B, a[p->V], a[q->W], W[r->Z], a[|p => R|].
Conjunction can also be written \and. Similarly, disjunction uses semi-colon
(;) or \or. There are additional logical operators such as \if..\then..\else.
There are several types of negation, including Prolog-style negation-as-failure, \+
and Flora’s well-founded negation \naf. Parentheses can be used to disambiguate
operator precedence.
Statements. Flora statements are delimited by a period (.). Rules have the
form head :- body, where head and body are ﬂora expressions which may contain
variables. Variables start with a question mark, e.g., ?x, and may be typed using
the ˆˆ notation. Rules may be preceded by a rule id descriptor, @!{R}, where R
is a unique name for the rule.
An object-oriented-style dot notation can be used as a shortcut for property
chains. For example, a.b.c refers to the value of ?x in a[b->?y[c->?x]].
Comments use the Java/C++ style: // for single-line comments, and
/* ... */ for multi-line comments.
Flora also has Prolog-style predicates, p(t1,t2,t3). Predicates that have side
eﬀects are marked as transactional by prepending the name with a percent sign,
e.g., %p.
Examples of operators that cause side eﬀects are the knowledge base update
operators, including insert{p} and delete{p}, for inserting and deleting the fact
p to/from the knowledge base, respectively. The writeln predicate can be used
to print to the console.
4

http://ﬂora.sourceforge.net/docs/ﬂoraManual.pdf.
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Semantic Models

The main components of the semantic models for SAVE are: an ontology of
components (physical objects) that the student can interact with, rules for creating components (and their sub-components), an ontology of actions that the
student can perform, and rules for performing actions on components. We now
describe each of these in turn, followed by examples of querying these models.
These models and queries were tested by an in-house subject matter expert.
4.1

Component Ontology

In the SAVE scenario, we focused on procedural tasks around the M4 riﬂe.
Thus, we needed to model the components of this riﬂe, and their parts structure. Figure 2 shows an exploded component view of the lower half of the riﬂe.
We modeled the components to the level of detail necessary for the tasks we
were interested in (clearing the riﬂe, disassembly, cleaning, and assembly). For
other tasks, such as detailed gunsmithing work, a higher level of detail would be
required.
We created a simple ontology to capture the meronomy (parts hierarchy)
of physical objects, with properties like hasDirectPart and hasRegion. We also
introduced rules to introduce hasPart as the transitive closure of hasDirectPart,
so that we can reason about nested components.
Next, we introduced the speciﬁc classes for the M4’s components. There
are about 80 of these classes in our ontology. Each class has sub-properties of
hasDirectPart and hasDirectRegion to support indication of the correct types
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and cardinalities of its sub-components5 . As an example, the deﬁnition of the
“lower half” component is:
LowerHalf :: PhysicalObject [|
selector {1..1} => Selector,
magazine {0..1} => Magazine,
magazineReleaseButton {1..1} => MagazineReleaseButton,
hammer {1..1} => Hammer,
trigger {1..1} => Trigger,
pivotPin {1..1} => PivotPin,
takedownPin {1..1} => TakedownPin,
boltCatch {1..1} => BoltCatch,
buttStock {1..1} => ButtStock,
lowerReceiverExtension {1..1} => LowerReceiverExtension,
bufferRetainer {1..1} => BufferRetainer
|].

Note that some of the components may have slightly diﬀerent names in Fig. 2
due to diﬀerences in terminology. The ﬁgure shows many more components than
the properties of our LowerHalf class have. This is primarily because, in our
ontology, those components are found under nested sub-components.
The properties selector, magazine, and so on are all sub-properties of
hasDirectPart. These all relate to further sub-components, like the Selector:
Selector :: Switch [| switchPosition {1..1} => SelectorMode |].

This component has no further sub-components. Instead, it illustrates another
feature of our component classes: the ability to capture the current state of
the component. The property switchPosition indicates the current position of
the selector switch. The range class SelectorMode is essentially an enumeration of
three possible values: Safe, Semi, and Burst. As we shall see, these state properties
have essential importance when it comes to modeling the actions that one can
perform on the components.
4.2

Component Creation Rules

In our SAVE framework, the student interacts with instances of the riﬂe and
its components. Thus, we need to be able to create an instance hierarchy that
corresponds to the class-level component hierarchy. Furthermore, we may need
several copies of certain components, each with unique identiﬁers. Doing this
manually (or in programming code) is tedious and error-prone. Instead, we deﬁne
rules which allow us to create component instances, along with all their subcomponents. These rules are made possible by Flora’s support for knowledge
base update primitives, which allow us to modify the KB at runtime. We call
these rules constructor rules, since they are analogous to constructors in objectoriented programming languages. The constructor rule for the LowerHalf class is
5

In OWL, one might instead use qualiﬁed cardinality restrictions. Other ways of
modeling also exist in Flora.
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@!{CreateLowerHalfRule}
%create(LowerHalf,?lower) :%create(Selector,?selector), %create(Hammer,?hammer),
%create(Trigger,?trigger), %create(PivotPin,?pivotPin),
%create(TakedownPin,?takedownPin), %create(BoltCatch,?boltCatch),
%create(Magazine,?magazine),
%create(MagazineReleaseButton,?magreleasebutton),
%create(ButtStock,?buttstock), %create(LowerReceiverExtension,?lre),
%create(BufferRetainer,?bufferRetainer), %create_name(LowerHalf,?lower),
insert{ ?lower : LowerHalf [
selector -> ?selector, hammer -> ?hammer,
trigger -> ?trigger, pivotPin -> ?pivotPin,
takedownPin -> ?takedownPin, boltCatch -> ?boltCatch,
magazine -> ?magazine, magazineReleaseButton -> ?magreleasebutton,
buttStock -> ?buttstock, lowerReceiverExtension -> ?lre,
bufferRetainer -> ?bufferRetainer ] }.

All the constructor rules use a common %create predicate, which takes two
arguments: a component class, and a (resulting) instance object. The rule body
has essentially three parts. First, we create all the child components. This step
depends on the constructor rules for the sub-components. Secondly, we create
a new name for our new component (using the %create name predicate, which
we deﬁne elsewhere). Finally, we insert into the KB facts which connect the
sub-components to the new top-level component, and assert the type and initial
state of the component. Now, we can issue a query, %create(LowerHalf,?x). This
query will cause Flora to create a number of new instances, each connected
in the appropriate way. The variable ?x will be tied to the top-level instance
representing the lower half component itself. Normally, we create the whole riﬂe
in one go, using the top-level M4 component as the ﬁrst argument to %create.
4.3

Action Ontology

We built a high-level action ontology by adapting the taxonomy in [9] for our
needs. The generic actions in our ontology are: Attach, Close, Detach, Extract,
Insert, Inspect, Lift, Open, Point, Press, Pull, Push, and Release. Each of these
is deﬁned as a class, which is a subclass of the Action class. A speciﬁc action that
occurs in space and time is considered to be an instance of the corresponding
action class. Each action has a ﬁxed set of parameters. These are deﬁned on the
action class. For example, the Insert class (here slightly simpliﬁed) is deﬁned as:
Insert :: Action [
description ->
"Insert an object into another object"^^\string,
][|
thingInserted {1..1} => PhysicalEntity,
insertedInto {1..1} => PhysicalEntity
|].
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The action takes two parameters, both of which are physical entities: the thing
inserted, and the thing inserted into.
Modeling actions as instances presents us with a problem: We need to create
a new instance, and related property assertions, for each individual action that
the user takes. This is somewhat cumbersome, especially for testing purposes.
Fortunately, Flora has some nice features that provide a solution to this problem.
We can deﬁne a functional term pattern
insert(?_TI,?_II) : Insert [
thingInserted -> ?_TI, insertedInto -> ?_II
].

This allows us to treat functional terms of the form insert(?x,?y) as terms, with
property value ?x for thingInserted and ?y for insertedInto. We can use such
terms directly in queries and rules, without having to explicitly declare a new
instance ﬁrst.
Next, we found that these generic actions were not quite suﬃcient to model
all the intended tasks. At the same time, we did not want to pollute our generic
task ontology with very speciﬁc tasks. Hence, we introduced a new ontology of
“mechanics” actions: PullAndHold, PushAndHold, TightenScrew, LoosenScrew, and
SelectSwitchPosition.
4.4

Action Rules

The ﬁnal component of our semantic models is the set of action rules. These
rules describe the preconditions and eﬀects of the diﬀerent actions, as applied
to components of the M4 riﬂe. This is by far the largest part of our semantic
models. As a simple example, we the rule for inserting a magazine is:
@!{InsertMagazineRule}
%do(?action^^Insert,?del,?add) :// Action Parameters
?action [
thingInserted -> ?mag^^Magazine,
insertedInto -> ?lower^^LowerHalf
],
// Preconditions
?lower [ magazine -> ?mag [ attached -> \false]],
// Effects
?del = [ ${?mag [attached -> \false]} ],
?add = [ ${?mag [attached -> \true]} ],
%kb_update(?del,?add).

Each action rule uses the predicate %do, which takes three arguments: the
action instance, and two result arguments which we call the delete-list and the
add-list. We will return to these lists shortly. The action variable is typed to the
correct type of action (Insert in this case). The ﬁrst part of the rule (Action
Parameters) retrieves the parameters from the action instance, and checks the
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types of those arguments. In this case, the value of the thingInserted property
must have type Magazine, and the insertedInto must be a LowerHalf (this is the
part of the riﬂe that the magazine is inserted into). The second part of the rule
is the Preconditions part. Here, we can check the state properties on the relevant
components, to make sure the action is possible. In this case, we check that the
magazine is not already inserted in the riﬂe. If the preconditions fail, the entire
rule fails, and there is no change in the KB. Finally, in the Eﬀects part of the
rule, we perform the KB updates that represent the change in the world that the
action performs. Typically, the KB update modiﬁes the state properties of the
components that are involved in the action. The KB updates are performed by
a convenience predicate that we introduced (deﬁnition not shown here), called
%kb update. This predicate takes two arguments: a delete-list and an add-list.
These lists contain the Flora formulas to delete from, and add to, the KB. In
the current rule, we simply change the value of the attached property on the
magazine. These two lists are also returned as result arguments of the entire %do
predicate, in case the caller needs to know the rule’s eﬀects.
For each action rule, we also create a helper predicate that simpliﬁes testing
the rule. For example, for the action above:
@!{InsertMagazineHelperRule}
insert_magazine(?M4) :- %do(insert(?M4.lower.magazine,?M4.lower),?,?).

The action rules are very detailed and some of them get rather complex.
Sometimes, the eﬀects of an action are conditional, even after the preconditions
have been satisﬁed. For example, to pull the trigger, the hammer must be cocked,
and the selector must not be in the SAFE position. The eﬀects of pulling the trigger
depend on whether there is: (a) a round in the chamber, (b) a magazine in the
magazine well, and (c) additional rounds in the magazine. Because these rules,
like the component creation rules, utilize Flora’s KB update operations, they are
not expressible in less powerful languages such as OWL and SWRL.
4.5

Queries

As mentioned earlier, the action helper predicates can be useful in order to test
our action rules. We can also create new predicates that represent sequences of
actions, such as the “clearing a riﬂe” task in Fig. 1:
@!{ClearWeaponRule}
%clear_weapon(?M4) :%point_weapon_at_target(?M4,ShootingBerm),
\+%select_safe(?M4),
%push_magazine_release_button(?M4),
%pull_and_hold_charging_handle(?M4),
%push_and_hold_bolt_catch_bottom(?M4),
%release_charging_handle(?M4),
%release_bolt_catch_bottom(?M4),
%push_charging_handle(?M4),
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%inspect_chamber(?M4),
%select_safe(?M4),
%push_bolt_catch_top(?M4),
%select_semi(?M4),
%pull_and_hold_trigger(?M4),
%pull_and_hold_charging_handle(?M4),
%release_charging_handle(?M4),
%select_safe(?M4).

Now, the query %create(M4,?m4), %clear weapon(?m4) will succeed, and results
in changes to the KB corresponding to the actions taken (i.e., the riﬂe is cleared
and in a safe state).
We can also test an individual action rule and examine the add- and deletelists that are returned. For example, we can execute a query to create a riﬂe,
then load and ﬁre it:
%create(M4,?m4), %insert_magazine(?m4),
%pull_and_hold_charging_handle(?m4),
%release_charging_handle(?m4),
%do(pull_and_hold(?M4.lower.trigger),?del,?add)

Note that pull and hold is a functional term deﬁned using the technique
described in Sect. 4.3, to avoid having to instantiate the action. The query results
in the following value for ?del (recall that both the delete- and add-lists are lists
of reiﬁed formulas):
[${Magazine_1 [rounds -> [Round_2, ..., Round_30]]},
${Round_2 [location -> Magazine_1]},
${Round_1 : Round}, ${Round_1 [location -> Chamber_1]},
${Round_1 [casing -> Casing_1]},
${Trigger_1 [pulled -> \false]}]

and ?add:
[${Magazine_1 [rounds -> [Round_3, ..., Round_30]]},
${Round_2 [location -> Chamber_1]},
${Casing_1 [location -> Outside]},
${Trigger_1 [pulled -> \true]}]

(We have abbreviated the long list of rounds in the magazine here). In other
words: the round in the chamber; Round 1 is gone, its casing is in the Outside
location (i.e., it is ejected from the riﬂe); the top round in the magazine, Round 2
is removed from the magazine and now located in the chamber; and the trigger
is in the pulled state.

5

Related Work

In [5], the authors develop a “semantic-enabled assessment module” for a 3D
environment, and [4] introduces a semantic approach to games, in order to enable
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more reusability and emergent gameplay. These projects each relate to diﬀerent
parts of the SAVE framework, but it is not clear what kind of semantic representations they use.
The approach of describing actions with preconditions and eﬀects has a long
history, dating back to the early days of AI planning systems [7]. These planning
representations are typically focused on reasoning about achieving a certain goal
state by chaining together a sequence of actions. Our present work, in contrast,
executes actions selected by a user. More importantly, planning representations
are typically specialized for a given domain, and are based on a less expressive
logic. The action descriptions in our work have access to a full-featured ontology
language.
In [8], we created ontological descriptions of virtual environments. However,
the project focused on support for reasoning about simulation ﬁdelity as it relates
to large-scale training exercises and simulations. In the current work, we are
instead focused on modeling actions and objects on a detailed, individual level.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

We have developed the semantic models necessary for a semantically enhanced
virtual learning environment. In a sense, these models constitute a simulation of
the M4 riﬂe. A 3D environment is used to interact with this semantic simulation
in order to perform a given procedural task. The steps taken by the student are
automatically assessed and compared to the “gold standard” solution. There are
several possible directions for future work.
Currently, the Exercise UI allows the user to try any action on any objects.
With little to no modiﬁcations to our modeling, we could use the semantic models
to show a user only the actions that are physically possible in a given situation, or
the ones that are allowed, required, etc. This could help users better understand
the environment as well as the task they are supposed to learn. In some contexts
it may prove too helpful, by telling the student exactly what to do. For actions
that are not possible or allowed, we could show explanations of why that is the
case. This feature could be implemented using Sunﬂower’s tracing and natural
language capabilities, described in [2]. It would also be interesting to examine
the use of semantics for discovering relevant ontologies or classes during the
annotation phase. Finally, modeling a second domain would demonstrate the
generalizability of our work.
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